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Antifa, BLM Terrorize Children, Elderly, and Minorities at
Million MAGA March

AP Images

Which side is the side of hate again?

Multitudes of actual peaceful protesters
filled the streets of Washington, D.C., on
Saturday at the Million MAGA March, which
called attention to evidence of voter fraud in
the 2020 election and contested the media’s
claim that Joe Biden is the president-elect.
But while the demonstrators were peaceable
during the day, violent left-wing agitators
arrived attacking the conservatives,
particularly as day turned to night.

Radical groups such as Black Lives Matter
and Antifa did not hesitate to target women,
children, the elderly, and minorities at the
pro-Trump gathering, which was attended
by such public personalities as Alex Jones.

In one incident, rioters harassed an elderly couple while trying to rip a Trump flag out of their hands.

BLM-antifa attacked an elderly couple leaving the DC Trump rally. Video by
@VenturaReport: pic.twitter.com/jOplY3wvIl

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

They also threatened and harassed a middle-aged man walking down the street with a scooter, pushing
the scooter down and throwing unidentified liquids at him.

A older Trump supporter on a bicycle was knocked down and had liquid dumped on him by
BLM-antifa rioters in DC. pic.twitter.com/juPwidaO8y

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 15, 2020

DC: BLM and Antifa threaten and intimidate an elderly Trump Supporter out of BLM Plaza

Unknown liquids can be seen being thrown on the elderly man, also attempts to hit him with
an American flag pic.twitter.com/RU9hXGzmD2

— Drew Hernandez (@livesmattershow) November 14, 2020

The leftists attacked a middle-aged woman walking with other women and some Trump supporters. A
black woman hit the woman on the back of the head.
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At BLM plaza where Trump supporters are being ran out by BLM and ANTIFA members.

Right before I started rolling they grabbed this woman’s hair and stole her American flag.

Trump supporters are either being escorted out by police or attacked by a mob
pic.twitter.com/WObSZ44lQW

— Savanah Hernandez (@sav_says_) November 14, 2020

BLM rioter rushes in and punches a woman in the back of the head as she’s walking away.
#MillionMAGAMarch pic.twitter.com/1lrfD4MLxW

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

Also during the event, a black mother with her young children wearing a Blue Lives matter hat and a
Trump jacket frantically told police she wanted to press charges against her assailants. They had
cornered her and asked her why she had her children there. She was pushing a child in a stroller and
shielding her pre-teen daughter when she was attacked.

"Why did you bring your kid here" BLM supporter shouts to family after fight broke out on
BLM Plaza pic.twitter.com/Dt3buLRn56

— Jorge Ventura Media (@VenturaReport) November 14, 2020

Children walking with their family were scared by the left-wing mob and could be seen crying.

A family with children are in tears as they are followed and harassed by antifa.
#MillionMAGAMarch pic.twitter.com/Kb8f2sJ1e5

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

BLM and Antifa hurled eggs at and terrorized a young couple trying to walk through the BLM Plaza.

DC: Trump supporters attacked by Antifa and BLM

Antifa and BLM hit, throw eggs and unknown liquids at Trump Supporters walking through
BLM Plaza

You can hear see and hear the female Trump Supporter cry in fear
pic.twitter.com/No1QDp4KLd

— Drew Hernandez (@livesmattershow) November 14, 2020

Additionally, the “social justice” crowd stomped on the head of an older man after the rally. A black man
ran up behind the Trump supporter and bushwacked him, making him fall to the ground.

Brutal assault by a violent armed group who was later arrested for assault and illegal
weapon (firearms and concealed knives) charges. pic.twitter.com/vuj2Hn6hj5
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— Kalen From Scriberr (@FromKalen) November 14, 2020

Antifa beat another man with a flag pole.

Antifa black bloc in DC beat a man on the head using a stolen flag as a stick. They’re still
roaming the streets tonight in packs looking for Trump supporters. Video by
@livesmattershow: pic.twitter.com/uY4A0SYcww

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 15, 2020

While restaurant-goers were eating outside, BLM and Antifa threw fireworks and other projectiles at
them.

Antifa and BLM members attack people who are eating dinner near BLM Plaza. They threw
projectiles and a large firework. pic.twitter.com/w96nbZaJ8F

— Julio Rosas (@Julio_Rosas11) November 14, 2020

BLM-antifa attack more people having dinner in DC. They trash one of the tables and yell at
others with bullhorns. Video by @TomasMorales_iv: pic.twitter.com/CD6cZtbVr8

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

The agitators even gathered outside of hotels were Trump supporters were staying.

Large mob of BLM-antifa gather outside a DC Hilton hotel where some
#MAGAMillionMarch attendees are staying. pic.twitter.com/kwaQ1SARfW

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

One BLM protester hassled a woman wearing a red MAGA hat and kept calling her an expletive.

BLM protester repeatedly calls a woman wearing a Trump hat a bitch outside a Hyatt Hotel
in DC. Video by @nieto_phillip: pic.twitter.com/m3Mx8iqO1t

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

A group of BLM and Antifa shined lights and lasers into hotel rooms of the Capital Hilton hotel, but
were stopped from rushing into the lobby.

Unable to rush the lobby of The Capital Hilton hotel in DC, a mob of BLM-antifa are
standing in the street and shining lights and lasers into the building’s windows. Video by
@livesmattershow: pic.twitter.com/CmCvk8tCXk

— Andy Ngô (@MrAndyNgo) November 14, 2020

The rioters also clashed with peace officers outside the Capital Hilton. They were reportedly pushed
back with pepper spray.
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President Trump, who drove by the Million MAGA March in his motorcade, lashed out at the violent
leftists on Twitter.

Human Radical Left garbage did this. Being arrested now! https://t.co/fXSsXXp5yc

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) November 15, 2020

Radical Left ANTIFA SCUM was easily rebuffed today by the big D.C. MAGA Rally crowd,
only to return at night, after 99% of the crowd had left, to assault elderly people and
families. Police got there, but late. Mayor is not doing her job!

— Donald J. Trump (@realDonaldTrump) November 15, 2020

The Left has been saying for months prior to the election that they plan to use violence and intimidation
to compel the government and public into accepting a Biden, rather than a Trump, win.

The George Soros-funded Transition Integrity Project is one of the organizations that has been using the
Black Lives Matter movement as a nucleus for building mass street uprisings against the president.

There’s also Shut Down DC, which carried out training to facilitate mass protests and civil unrest
planned for the days subsequent to Election Night.

“If Trump is trying to launch a coup, that’s no time for business as usual,” the organization’s website
explains. “And if Trump has already conceded, then we can pivot and use these actions to demand
COVID-19 relief and other essential legislation!”

In another section of its website, Shut Down D.C. maintains that it wants to force the president from the
White House:

We recognize that many of the challenges that we are facing did not start when Trump was
elected president and they will not end when he is forced from office.

We are not seeking a “return to normalcy,” because we know that returning to “normal”
means returning to a system that was built on oppression. Rather, we see this as the time to
rise up against the current crisis and move forward to dismantle the interlocking systems of
oppression that have plagued this land for centuries.

Now, in this crucial hour, the Left is unleashing its trained violent agitators. Patriots must stand up to
prevent them from controlling the levers of government lest their Gestapo tactics become a permanent
part of U.S. politics.
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